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VALVE TRAIN FOR AN INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

2

•

Filing Date: 24 February 2016

•

Novelty: A lost-motion valve
train specifically intended for
the Daimler OM470/1/2/3
family of engines is disclosed.
A hydraulic link is formed by a
cap over the top of the valve
stem having cross-holes
through which the oil may
escape if not occluded by a
moveable control sleeve. Many
VVA strategies are thereby
enabled, including Miller cycle.

•

Comments: This is a
particularly simple and elegant
solution for VVA

INJECTOR

3

•

Filing Date: 05 June 2016

•

Novelty: This describes a
dual-fuel injector concept
having concentric needles
which can be applied to a
slightly modified common rail
injector. The main fuel may be
gaseous while the pilot fuel
may be diesel or DME, the
novelty being that only one
control actuator is required,
not two, and a full power limphome capability is possible.

•

Comment: Having left Delphi
by this point, its production
intent status is unknown.

FUEL INJECTION EQUIPMENT

4

•

Filing Date: 01 October 2014

•

Novelty: Intended for “side
injection” engines, i.e. not
with a single central on-axis
injector, so that two or more
fuel injectors can be
accommodated. This allows
much greater flexibility in
injection strategy, and several
beneficial strategies are
disclosed for such engines,
which can include opposed
piston 2-strokes.

•

Comment: Some of these
strategies are likely to appear
in future engines.

FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM AND
FUEL PUMP
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•

Filing Date: 22 April 2013

•

Novelty: Intended to be a low
cost common rail fuel injection
system for small engines, it
utilized the constant force part
of the displacement curve of a
diaphragm spring to give a
constant rail pressure.
Pumping was done by the
spring and retraction by the
engine cam. No pressure
control was needed.

•

Comments: A good idea that
was ultimately not pursued.

Fuel injector
• Filing Date: 04 Nov 2009
• Novelty: Proportional needle
valve lift (as opposed to the
conventional bi-polar motion),
using a follow-up servo with a
low leakage feature
• Comments: Three different
embodiments disclosed for
different types of common rail
injector
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system for dosing
reagent
• Filing Date: 06 June 2008
• Novelty: An omnibus patent that
brings together several prior art
features to describe a complete
reductant dosing system, typically
intended for aqueous urea
• Comments: A system with most of
the described features is being
developed for production
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dual-mode combustion
apparatus and method
• Filing Date: 29 Nov 2007
• Novelty: This disclosure combined
various prior art concepts from both
pintle and hole-type nozzles in a
manner to offer the prospect of
discrete premixed and diffusion
sprays for PPCI combustion
• Comment: Concept not considered
to be production feasible at that time,
but hardware built for subsequent
evaluation by Detroit Diesel Corp.
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fuel injector & method for
controlling fuel injectors
• Filing Date: 07 August 2007
• Novelty: Incorporation of a nonwetted magnetostrictive pressure
sensing device integrated into each
injector (replacing the rail pressure
sensor), and methods of using the
resulting signals to give superior
injection control
• Comments: Similar in principle to the
current production Denso iArt system,
but conveniently filed 3 weeks prior to
the comparable Denso patent
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fluid delivery system
• Filing Date: 16 July 2007
• Novelty: Provides failure
diagnostic information for OBD
reporting in connection with SCR
dosing systems by monitoring
plunger stroke travel, timing and
speed
• Comments: Intended for use with
positive displacement dosing
pumps. Concept being developed
further for production
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combustion engine
technology
• Filing Date: 02 May 2007
• Novelty: An attempt at a lower cost
de-contented version of the earlier
concept [slide 13], but still
employing cylinder pressure to
generate rail pressure.
• Comments: Not pursued
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outward-opening gas-exchange valve
system for an internal combustion
engine
• Filing Date: 19 March 2007
• Novelty: Uses an over-center linkage
for desmodromic control of outwardopening gas-exchange valves. A
preload mechanism controls valve
seating load and acts as a cylinder
pressure over-pressure relief valve
• Comments: Outward-opening valves
are a key enabler for camless
operation in diesel engines. Also an
enabler for radial valves which in turn
enable high BMEP
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exhaust valve arrangement and a fuel
system incorporating an exhaust valve
arrangement

• Filing Date: 06 December 2006
• Novelty: An attempt at a cylinder
pressure operated high pressure fuel
pump and common rail injection
system
• Comments: Incorporated an
outward-opening exhaust valve
actuating the fuel pump plunger, and
features use of the locked-off fuel
pressure as a surrogate for cylinder
pressure sensing. Considered too
radical and expensive for production
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Valve Lash Adjuster Having ElectroHydraulic Lost-Motion Capability
• Filing Date: 06 March 2006
• Novelty: A deactivation hydraulic
lash adjuster (DHLA) incorporates a
fast response balanced control valve
and solenoid actuator which enables
lost motion capability when using a
low viscosity oil
• Comments: This concept was
based on the packaging dimensions
of the Delphi Diesel common rail
injector control valve and actuator. A
version integrated into a collapsable
rocker was also disclosed
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methods for operating a
compression ignition engine
• Filing Date: 30 November 2005
• Novelty: A concept in which reformer
gas is introduced during the intake
stroke followed by ignition of that fuel,
then a main injection is introduced
which combusts in the presence of
that diluent, followed by late-cycle
injection of oxygen-rich air or similar
• Comments: Seen at the time as a
possible application for the Delphi
fuel reformer
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method and apparatus for optimized combustion in an
internal combustion engine utilizing homogeneous
charge compression ignition and variable valve actuation
• Filing Date: 30 December 2004
• Novelty: A DOHC valve train
mechanization employing two-step
cam lobes and followers and cam
phasers wherein each of the intake
and exhaust valves may be
controlled independently to influence
end-of-compression temperatures as
a means to enable HCCI combustion
• Comments: Elements of this
strategy have been adopted for the
Delphi GDCI combustion system
currently in development
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Apparatus and method for modeswitching fuel injector nozzle
• Filing Date: 30 December 2004
• Novelty: A variable spray angle nozzle
may be created by combining a tworow variable orifice nozzle design with
a colliding sprays geometry in which
the first row sprays are then subsumed
into the larger second row sprays
• Comments: If reduced to practice, this
arrangement could be used in a
partially premixed combustion system
in which the small hole first-row spray
is directed down the bore and the wide
angle late injection spray is directed
into the bowl
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apparatus and method for
reductant dosing of an exhaust

• Filing Date: 06 June 2004
• Novelty: Disclosed a positive
displacement variable frequency
high injection pressure dosing pump
and supporting system for aqueous
urea in SCR exhaust aftertreatment
• Comments: Formed the basis for a
dosing system that is subsequently
being developed for production
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electro-hydraulic lostmotion valve train

• Filing Date: 24 November 2004
• Novelty: A proposal for using
common rail servo components to
create a cost-effective lost-motion
flexible valve train system
• Comments: No target application,
so not pursued
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direct in-cylinder reductant injection
system and a method of implementing
same
• Filing Date: 27 June 2002
• Novelty: Proposes use of a microdosing pump to inject reductant
into the engine cylinder following
combustion and immediately prior
to exhaust valve opening, to
achieve selective non-catalytic
reduction (SNCR) under all
running conditions
• Comments: SNCR occurs at
~900°C, so works even before
SCR catalyst is functional. May
work in exhaust port too. Potential
as a supplement to SCR
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fuel pump
• Filing Date: 08 August 2000
• Novelty: Discloses the use of a
hydraulic tappet within a roller
follower intended to advance the
injection timing for pump-linenozzle injection systems under
cold running [long ignition delay]
conditions
• Comments: A similar
arrangement but using production
Delphi hydraulic lifter components
went forward into production
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fuel system
• Filing Date: 05 January 2000
• Novelty: Concept provides
shot-to-shot control over
secondary fuel blending with a
main fuel in an electronic unit
injector injection system
• Comments: Concept was
developed and applied for
Real-Time Water Emulsion
research in the SwRI Clean
Diesel Consortium where it
received extensive use
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compact pin-within-asleeve three-way valve
• Filing Date: 03 March 1993
• Novelty: The Cummins-proposed
architecture of the valve was
modified such that it enabled
actuation of the 3-way valve by a
direct-pull solenoid actuator, thus
improving upon the prior art which
required a high-mass push-rod
• Comments: Original version
designed by Cummins Fuel
Systems Group; they were seeking
a lower cost and more responsive
valve. Subsequently used in
production in the Cummins CAPS
fuel system ~1996 - 2006. Also
appears as EP0622573 B1
23

fuel injection nozzle
for burner

•

Filing Date: 19 Oct 1992

•

Novelty: Nozzle incorporates a
flail for keeping the orifice clear of
carbon deposits

•

Comments: Intended for use with
DPF regeneration burner. Not
pursued
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burner devices
• Filing Date: 17 April 1991
• Novelty: Use of a gasoline port fuel
injector in a combustion chamber in
which the combustion air is used to
cool the injector and provide air swirl
for improved combustion
• Comments: Functional feasibility
demonstrated; not pursued
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load compensating
fuel system
• Filing Date: 28 September 1990
• Novelty: Throttle pedal gain is
modified as parasitic load (e.g. A/C)
is applied so that vehicle
acceleration response as perceived
by the operator remains uniform
• Comments: Not used for intended
project. Also appears as
EP0550488 B1
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valve arrangements
• Filing Date: 24 Sept 1990
• Novelty: Uses an available low cost
precision injector as a pilot valve to
control a high flow valve in a servo
relationship
• Comments: Intended for gaseous
fuels on MD and HD engines. Not
pursued
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engine starting aid
• Filing Date: 02 February 1990
• Novelty: A combination of a
pulse-width modulated gasoline
port injector with a flame type
cold start aid for improved cold
start behavior
• Comments: Prior art inlet
manifold flame cold start aids
had imprecise control over fuel
flow and thus heat input to the
intake air. Feasibility was
demonstrated; not pursued
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Other Intellectual
Property Awards
•

Meritorious Award for “Fan Spray Nozzle”

•

Defensive Publication: “Method for Sensing
Cylinder and Other Pressures in an I.C.
Engine”

•

Defensive Publication: “Use of Model-Based
Control System with Non-Constant Velocity
Cam Forms”
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Patent Applications
Under Consideration

•

Rotary Tip Nozzle - Patent pending currently

•

Differential Drive Generator

•

Camless Gas Exchange Valve Actuator

•

Air Hybrid System for Compression Ignition Engines

•

A DME-specific fuel injection system
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